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Introduction

● Google Ads is the advertising platform of Google
● Companies create paid campaigns with specific goals:

○ Local Business Conversion
○ Improve Local Business traffic
○ E-commerce Conversion
○ Improve traffic
○ Spread content (institutionally)
○ Improve calls
○ Remarketing
○ Promote App

● Google Ads is the main revenue source of Google



Three Principles of Google Ads

1. Relevance: Ads helps you connect with the right people, at the right time, with 
the right message. You can customize options, such as keywords and location, 
to get in front of the most relevant customers.

2. Control: Ads gives you complete control over your budget. You choose how 
much to spend per month, per day and per add. Based on your settings, Ads 
uses a lightning-fast auction to determine which ad to show. If you want to 
change your strategy you can easily adjust your ad, modify your budget, or 
pause and restart a campaign.

3. Results: pay only for results, like clicks to your website or calls to your 
business. Our measurement tools make it easy to see how your site, apps and 
ads are performing. Plus, smart technology lets you create, manage, and 
optimize your campaigns so you can get the most out of your investment.





Ad Types



Search Ad

● Paid Results in the Query
● Text Ads
● Get a campaing up and running quickly



Display Ad
● External ads
● Multimedia contents
● Could be used to remarketing
● Uses ads where customers are likely to be



Video Ad

● Advertising on Youtube
● Video content



Shopping

● Product Ads
● Based on user search
● Goal: Conversion



Smart ad
● Automatic ads
● Combine Display and Search ads



App
● Promote apps
● Specific for Mobile
● iOS and Android

Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTEO7CyHoQw&list=PL9piTIvKJ
nJMdrm2sbYgUetMqCTidNCRe&index=2&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTEO7CyHoQw&list=PL9piTIvKJnJMdrm2sbYgUetMqCTidNCRe&index=2&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTEO7CyHoQw&list=PL9piTIvKJnJMdrm2sbYgUetMqCTidNCRe&index=2&t=0s


Segmentation



Segmentation Options

● Geographic
○ City, Region, Country
○ Proximity

● Gender
● Age
● Interests
● Keywords
● Target Audience
● Devices

○ Tablets
○ Smartphones
○ Notebook



Advantages of Targeting

● Reach the target audience
● Optimize spend
● Optimize placement
● Increase interaction time
● Consumer loyalty
● Control the investment
● Evaluate ROI



KeyWords



KeyWords

● Are words or phrases used to match ads to a customer search

● General or vague key words attract a lot of people, but not necessarily 

customers

● Specific keywords are more likely to attract a customer



What an advertiser can do to increase customer traffic?

● Think like a customer and what they would type when searching for your 
product

● Create specific ads, try to use 5 to 20 specific keywords per ad in order to 
have better chances to reach a customer

● Use negative keywords, these are in order to make sure your ads do not 
appear to the wrong kind of person

● As your campaign matures, select the keywords that provided the best return 
and focus on them



Ad Rank



How Ads defines the advertising position?

1. Find all the advertisements that has the specific keyword 
2. Selects the qualified advertisements

   

The final result depends of the competition at the moment 

References: https://rockcontent.com/blog/google-adwords/

https://rockcontent.com/blog/google-adwords/


● Ads that are shown in Google are ranked top among 
the potential candidate ads

● This selection takes into account
○ the suitability of an ad for that specific page or 

content (segmentation, key word)
○ the quality of the ad (CTR, Relevance)
○ the PPC bid (price per click)



Ad Auction

- There are tools available online (SaS) that can help and even automate the 
PPC optimization 



Data











Adblockers



Adblockers and reflexes

● Adblockers could cause US$ 27 
billion until 2020

● Apple used a standard adblocker 
in iOS 9

● In 2016, around 615 million of 
adblock users

https://canaltech.com.br/mercado/ad-blocks-podem-causar-prejuizo-d
e-u27-bilhoes-ate-2020-65697/

https://canaltech.com.br/mercado/ad-blocks-podem-causar-prejuizo-de-u27-bilhoes-ate-2020-65697/
https://canaltech.com.br/mercado/ad-blocks-podem-causar-prejuizo-de-u27-bilhoes-ate-2020-65697/


Why do people use it?

● Frequent advertising

● Hinder entertainment consumption

● Visually polluted pages

● Privacy



What Google is doing to prevent adblockers?

Because ads are the main source of income for Google, they are implementing best 
practices for a less intrusive ad experience. Their Chrome browser is including 
some type of adblocking following the guidelines of the “Coallition for Better Ads” 
trying to block disruptive ads that block your experience, interrupt the content and 
makes your browsing slower.



Banned ad styles



Google AdSense



What is AdSense?

The Google AdSense program differs in that it delivers Google Ads ads to 
individuals' websites. Google then pays web publishers for the ads displayed on 
their site based on user clicks on ads or on ad impressions, depending on the type 
of ad.



Final Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqzR2Ki2Ka4&feature=youtu.be

Thank you!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqzR2Ki2Ka4&feature=youtu.be

